2020 GUIDELINES
For Sophomore Applicants to the Visual Arts Program

APPLICATION FOR CLASS OF 2021

• The application portal will open at arts.princeton.edu/vis on Monday, March 23 at 10am and close on Wednesday, April 15 at 5pm.

• Questions may be directed to David Reinfurt (reinfurt@princeton.edu).

PAINTING, DRAWING, SCULPTURE, PHOTOGRAPHY, GRAPHIC DESIGN, MEDIA

• Applicants must submit all materials online.

• Applicants must submit NO MORE THAN 20 IMAGES TOTAL which document between 6 and 10 works which best express your point of view. Each image must not exceed 2000 px in either dimension, saved in .jpg format, and uploaded to the application portal.

• Applicants may also submit up to additional video documentation via link to Google, Dropbox, Vimeo or other online source.

• Applicants are strongly encouraged to NOT submit high school work.

• Applicants must submit a written statement of 150 words which will be considered alongside the works submitted. This writing might address any aspect of the works, but should help render the submission both legible and particular to the student.

FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

• Applicants may submit up to 15 minutes of film and video work. This can be one work, several works, or excerpts, as long as the total running time does not exceed 15 minutes.

• Works should be submitted via link to Vimeo, YouTube, or any sufficient online video format. Please remember to provide access passwords if necessary.

• Feel free to submit a playlist with a brief description of the films you are
submitting. Please indicate if they're excerpts or complete works.

- Applicants may also submit up to 10 pages of script, stills, and/or storyboards in addition to their film work

- Submit links along with your online application

- Applicants are strongly encouraged to NOT submit high school work

- Questions may be directed to Moon Molson (mmolson@princeton.edu)

**NOTIFICATION**

- Applicants for the Practice of Art Track will be notified of the outcome by Friday, April 17, 2020.

- Applicants for the Certificate Program will be notified of the outcome by Friday, April 24, 2020.